
 

 

 
  

Frequently Asked Questions 

 

What is Severe Weather Shelter Network (SWSN)? 

SWSN is a group of churches partnering with other community organizations, agencies and faith communities to provide 
emergency, overnight shelter on life threatening winter nights for people living on the streets. Our primary goal is to 
prevent death and/or loss of limb due to exposure to freezing temperatures. The season is from October 1 to April 30. 

How is severe weather defined and determined?  

Severe weather is defined as life and/or limb threatening conditions. Severe Weather Shelter Network adopted general 
guidelines used by many sheltering organizations to help us define life-threatening winter conditions. Our shelter opens 
when overnight temperatures are going to be 32 degrees or colder and wet or 20 degrees or colder and dry. We utilize 
multiple weather forecasts and common sense to determine each day whether we will be open for shelter that night. Host 
Site Coordinators from each rotation partner together and come to consensus about the overnight conditions.  

How does it work?  

Adults experiencing homelessness request to stay at our churches. Once a season they are screened and a Colorado 
Bureau of Investigation (CBI) background check is performed to make sure they are good candidates for staying at the 
churches. They are brought to the host church via van at 7 PM. There they are fed a hot meal and sleep on mats with 
blankets provided. Coffee and a quick breakfast are provided in the morning before loading up the vans at 7 AM. 

How do people who are homeless sign up? 

Guests access SWSN through The Action Center, Family Tree, Mean Street Ministry and Jefferson County Human 
Services, City Square Denver and Giving Heart. Once a season guests are added to a Master List through a registration 
process. After they are added to the Master List guests call a hotline each morning to find out whether or not the shelter 
will be open that night. If so, they can get added to that night’s roster by calling another number to sign up or by going to 
one of the service provider sites.  

Who are the guests? 

Believe it or not, there is a large population of people who are homeless in the West Metro Area of Denver. These are 
often people who find the more hardened people in downtown Denver to be difficult to be around. In the West Metro Area 
there are over 1,000 people who are experiencing homelessness. And this number is growing! 

What about families? 

Families with children are currently provided with motel vouchers if they have nowhere else to stay. Lakewood shelters 
families in the Family Shelter hosted at New Life In Christ Church. See our website for additional connections for families. 

 
 



 
 
What is required to be a Volunteer for Severe Weather Shelter Network?  
All volunteers that will be in direct contact with our guests are required to participate in an annual training event each fall.  

The Initial training for new volunteers is a 4-hour training that includes opportunities to learn about homelessness, the 
necessary skills to work with the homeless community and the expectations and commitments for our volunteers for each 
season.  

Returning volunteers are required to participate in a refresher training each fall to receive updated information regarding 
policies and procedures and to confirm their commitment for the new season.  

What does a typical Shelter night look like? 
Guests arrive at the Host Site between 7:15 and 7:30pm. The hosts welcome them, check them in, help them put their 
possessions in labeled bags to be locked up for the night, feed them a hot meal, help them get their mats and blankets set 
up, and fellowship with them. Some are ready for sleep right away as they live hard lives – especially when it is cold. 
Others enjoy social time with the volunteers and each other. This is an opportunity to show them Christ’s love. Lights are 
shut off at 9:30 PM for everyone. 

How many Host Volunteers are needed? 
Three Overnight Hosts are required each night. One is a team leader who is specially trained. There must be at least one 
woman and one man on this team of three. Then, depending on how many guests are expected, 1 to 3 Evening Hosts 
are needed. We recommend maintaining a 1:5 ratio of volunteers to guests while everyone is awake. Once our guests 
are down for the night the ratio is 1:10.  

Each Host Site has a team of 2 Co-Coordinators to organize and maintain communication with the volunteers assigned 
to that site. Each Host Site maintains 7 teams of volunteers, one team for each night of the week. In addition, each Host 
Site has a Food Coordinator to oversee individuals that sign up to provide dinner for each night during the shelter week.  

Are there other Network Volunteers are needed? 
Yes there are! We have a group of volunteers that are not assigned to a specific Host Site. We call this group of 
volunteers Network Support volunteers.  

Network Support volunteers are individuals that: 
● Drive vans to help transport our guests to and from pick up sites to Host Sites each evening and morning. 

Drivers are on-call each week and determine their weekly availability at the beginning of each season.  
● Phone volunteers answer the phones on weekends when we are open in order to add our guests to the nightly 

roster.  
● Warming Site volunteers welcome guests and fellowship together while waiting for transportation.  
● Administrative volunteers are available to help with mailings, event planning and implementation, social media 

management and other opportunities.  

What is my next step to become a volunteer with SWSN? 
Contact Tracy Thayer for more information and to begin the process to become a volunteer. We believe firmly that each 
person desiring to serve with us has gifts, skills, and knowledge that will help us determine together which volunteer role 
will best suit you.  

Tracy can be reached through these avenues:  

Severe Weather Shelter Network 
PO Box 620546 
Littleton CO 80162 

Email: tracy@swshelternetwork.com 
Phone: 720-515-9313 

Severe Weather Shelter Network is a 501c3 organization 
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